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Abstract.  We demonstrate  the  performance of  a  new implicit  solvent  model  on native

protein loop prediction from a large set of loop decoys of 4- to 12-residue in length. The

physics-based energy function combines a  hydrophobic  potential  of  mean force (HPMF)

description with a Generalized Born model for polarization of protein charge by the high

dielectric solvent, which we combine with AMBER force field for the protein chain.  The

novelty of our energy function is the stabilizing effect of hydrophobic exposure to aqueous

solvent that defines the HPMF hydration physics, which in principle should be an important

stabilizing factor for loop conformations of a protein that typically are more solvent exposed.

While our results for short loop decoy sets are comparably good to existing energy functions,

we find demonstrable superiority for loop lengths of 8-residue and greater, and the quality of

our predictions is  largely  insensitive  to  the  length of the  target  loop on a  filtered set  of

decoys. Given that the current weakness in loop modeling is the ability to select the most

native-like loop conformers from loop ensembles, this energy function provides a means for

greater  prediction  accuracy  in  structure  prediction  of  homologous  and  distantly  related

proteins, thereby aiding large-scale genomics efforts in comparative modeling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The loop regions of a protein are  known to be important for its  structure as they determine

sequence reversals that allows the chain to collapse and fold 1, as well as for function such as

guiding or gating ligand binding, aiding protein complexation, and for enzymatic activity 2. The

ability to predict the nativeness of loops is thus an important goal, especially since functional

differences between homologous proteins differ mostly in their loop conformations 3,4. However,

prediction of native loop structure is a far more difficult problem than prediction of native  

strands and helices, since the structures are more highly diverse, and the sequence correlations

are even weaker, compared to these other standard secondary structure categories 5,6.

As is true in prediction of overall protein structure 7, the techniques that have been used in the

prediction of loop structure  can be  divided into knowledge-based  8-12 and physics-based  13-17

approaches. Knowledge-based approaches rely typically on protein structural databases such as

the PDB to derive sample loop conformations directly, and typically use empirical criteria for

native discrimination against misfolds. A library of known loop fragment structure with the same

length as the target  loop is fit between the backbone atoms of the residues that precede and

succeed the target loop sequence (stem residues), which are then screened by a scoring function

to generate plausible candidates, which are sometimes further refined with energy minimization.

By contrast,  physics-based approaches  perform loop generation  and selection  based on first

principles concepts.  Ab initio chain growth techniques such as inverse kinematics have been

widely  implemented  18-21 and  combined  with  more  exhaustive  conformational  sampling  to

generate  loop  conformations  that  interpolate  between  the  two  stem  residues.  Typically  a

physically  motivated  energy  function that  aims  to  discriminate  native  loops from misfolded

decoys is used to rank the degree of nativeness of a given loop configuration. 

Strict  categorization  of  any  loop optimization  method  into  these  two  general  approaches  is

somewhat arbitrary 22. Until recently, the primary difference between the knowledge-based and

physics-based  methods  is  the  generation  of  long  loop  structures  (>  8  residues)  since  they

appeared less frequently in the PDB than shorter ones  6. However, high-throughput structural

genomics efforts are  diminishing this  difference, and native-like loops,  within 2.0Å for long

loops, can be found with high probability in structural database 11,23. Regardless of whether loops

are  generated  by  database  searches  or  ab  initio techniques,  current  evidence  suggests  that

sufficient sampling of loop conformations,  even long loops of 8  or more residues,  does not



appear to be a limiting factor  11,16,23,24. Instead,  the energy or statistical functions used for the

discrimination of native and native-like loop structures against misfolded decoys most restrict the

prediction  accuracy  11,16,25-27. In  fact,  a  very  recent  study  26 found  that  four  popularly  used

commercial  software  packages  rarely  selected  the  most  native-like  loop  conformer  of  their

generated  ensemble,  revealing  that  selection  of  native-like  loop  conformers  is  the  primary

weakness of the current state-of-the-art approaches for loop modeling. In summary, better energy

functions are  key to  both categories of loop structure prediction in order to  push homology

modeling efforts toward greater prediction accuracy. 

In this work, we demonstrate the performance on native protein loop prediction of our recently

developed energy function 28, and compare the prediction accuracy with other physics-based and

knowledge-based scoring functions.  We then further discuss the limitations of using the raw

experimental native loop conformation as the gold standard in the testing procedures, and place

our results in the context of current state of the art in native loop selection available in several

commercial  packages.  We  hope  that  our  energy  function  provides  a  better  means  for  loop

selection and optimization that  should aid experimental  structural  refinement and large-scale

genomics efforts in comparative modeling.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

2.1 Energy Function

We have recently developed a new implicit solvent model 28 to describe a given protein and its

aqueous solvent free energy surface. The energy function combines the AMBER ff99 protein

force field developed by Wang and co-workers 29 (VProtein), the Generalized Born (GB) description

of  the  electrostatic  component  of  solvent  free  energy  (VGB)  developed by Onufriev  and co-

workers 30, and the newly developed implicit solvent model, hydrophobic potential of mean force

(HPMF), to describe the hydrophobic solute-solute interaction induced by water 31,32 (VHPMF)



V = VProtein + VGB + VHPMF [1]
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SLOPE and OFFSET are constants set to 100.0 and 6.0 respectively. We refer the reader to our

previous work 28 for the functional form and the parameter details of the model. The novelty of

this energy function is the stabilizing effect of hydrophobic exposure to aqueous solvent that

defines  the  HPMF hydration  physics  and  its  apparent  improvement  over  solvent  accessible

surface area models that penalize hydrophobic exposure. When tested on an extensive number of

protein decoy sets, which allows us to compare our performance to other scoring functions for

native  fold,  we find that  our  energy  function  outperforms other  similarly  tested  energy  and

statistical functions with both substantial improvements in native ranking and Z-score drops of

0.5 to 2.5 units 28. 

In  this  publication,  the  entire  energy  function  (AMBERff99+GB+HPMF)  will  be  simply

abbreviated as HPMF unless indicated otherwise. 

2.2 Decoy Set Selection

Here, we demonstrate the new energy function’s performance on native protein loop prediction.

We have restricted our comparison to the loop decoys generated by Jacobson et al. 16, which we

and others 12 have found to be more difficult decoys than the RAPPER 14,15 decoy sets. We then

compare  our  results  to  the  physics-based  energy  function,  OPLS/SGB-NP  16,33,34,  and  the

statistical scoring function, DFIRE 12, which have been tested on the same loop decoy sets. 

Table  1  lists  the  characteristics  of  the  loop  decoys  for  4-,  6-,  8-,  10-,  11-  and  12-residues

generated by Jacobson et al. 16. As is true in protein structure, some of the loop decoy sets have

complications due to exceptional features of the native protein structure that make the testing

ambiguous. To combat this problem, Jacobsen et al.  provide a filtered list of decoys that (1)

eliminates proteins that were crystallized at high or low pH, (2) removes proteins in which target

loops have explicit interactions with heteroatoms such as metals or ions, and (3) omits proteins

with low resolution crystal structures in the target loop region which have large measured B-

factors  16.  We consider  both  the  filtered  and  unfiltered  decoy  sets  in  this  work.  Additional

problems we encountered were proteins missing from the  download source  35,  proteins with

segments of missing structure, and non-standard amino acid in the sequence (see Supplementary

Material). Another individual case that we faced was 1DAD_1, which is part of the 11-residue

filtered  set.  It  is  a  dimer  protein,  and  the  target  loop  is  at  the  interface  between  the  two

monomers. Since there is only one monomer used in the decoys, and it is ambiguous whether the



destabilization caused by the absence of the other monomer would affect the prediction on the

target loop, we decided to remove it from the filtered set but keep it in the unfiltered group. 

Loop Length
Decoy Set

Number of Protein
in Unfiltered Set

Number of Protein
in Filtered Set

Average Number
of Decoys per

Protein

Decoy RMSD
Range

4 37 32 300 0.22 – 1.35
6 141 94 400 0.24 – 2.98
8 93 60 600 0.32 – 4.64
10 49 27 900 0.32 – 5.80
11 31 14 1200 0.27 – 6.93
12 17 9 1100 0.36 – 8.96

Table 1. Jacobson decoy set 16. The RMSD range is the average over the most native-like decoy
as the lower bound and over the least native-like decoy as the upper bound for each length set.

We also consider a set of protein loop decoys recently generated by Rossi et al. 26. In that study,

they evaluated the performance of the four commonly used commercial public packages, Prime,

Modeller,  Sybyl,  and  ICM,  on  protein  loop  modeling;  the  former  two  use  ab  initio loop

generation methods coupled with an energy function, and the later ones use knowledge-based

techniques to generate loop fragments along with a statistical scoring function. For each tested

protein loop, the four modeling packages were instructed to output their top six predictions, and

to separate the influence of the sampling methods from the scoring functions, two performance

measurements were calculated. Top-rank-RMSD is the RMSD of the decoy assigned the lowest

energy by the packages’ scoring functions, and best-RMSD is the RMSD of the most native-like

decoy among the six predicted models. The latter variable was used to evaluate how well each

sampling  technique  could  search  around the  native  basin,  and the  former  one  was  used  to

measure if each scoring function could select the most native-like models. We collected these

decoys  structures  generated  by  the  commercial  packages  from Rossi  and  co-workers  36 test

whether our energy function could better detect the most native-like decoy as the one with the

lowest energy compared to the four commercial loop packages. 

In the end, we considered over 350 different protein loops with anywhere between 300 and 1200

decoys each; therefore, we believe that we have made a fair comparison to the previous works
12,16,26,37,38.



2.3 Energy Minimization Procedure

Each loop decoy is locally minimized using Eq. [1] with the BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-

Shanno)  39 limited  memory  quasi-Newton method  40.  During  energy  minimization,  only  the

atoms at the target loop are allowed to fluctuate, and the rest of the structure is held fixed. After

convergence, the backbone heavy atoms (N, C, C, O) of the target loop are used to calculate the

RMSD between the experimental native and each energy-minimized decoy structure while two

structures are aligned along the non-target-loop region. We also consider the backbone RMSD

values calculated as done in PLOP/Prime based on only three of the backbone heavy atoms (N,

C, C) 41. All of the RMSD calculations were conducted using MMTSB Tool Set 42.

2.4 Evaluation Procedure

For the decoys generated by Jacobson et al.,  we followed the same criteria for success used

previously 12,16, which is, for each protein loop, to take the decoy with the lowest energy ranking

and determine its  RMSD with respect to  the native structure.  These RMSD values are  then

averaged over all proteins in the given loop size set. Note that in some cases the lowest ranked

structure is sometimes the native loop in our study, although we follow the procedure of previous

studies of not including it in the averages. 

For the test on the structures generated by Rossi et al., we adopted the same two variables used in

their study to examine our energy function’s ability for selecting the most native-like models.

However, we took a little different approach when we studies the structures generated by Sybyl

and ICM. The structures generated by these two methods sometimes have steric clashes, and

those  structures  were  removed  if  the  steric  collision  could  not  be  resolved  using  energy

relaxation with constrains. Among the remaining structures, we calculated the new average top-

rank-RMSD and the new average best-RMSD, and use them for the evaluation. 

3. RESULTS

3.1 Jacobson Decoy Results

Figure 1 presents our results compared to the OPLS/SGB-NP 16 and DFIRE 12 energy functions

on the decoy sets for 4- through 12-residue loops. Figure 1a shows the unfiltered decoy results in

which it is evident that while the different energy functions perform comparably at short loop

lengths, with the OPLS/SGB-NP showing the best performance, 24% and 16% lower than HPMF

at 4-residue and 6-residue sets, respectively. For 8-residue and longer loops, the HPMF 



 (a)

(b)

Figure 1
Performance of DFIRE 12 (triangle), OPLS-SGB/NP 16 (diamond), and HPMF 28 (square) energy
functions on native loop prediction compared to a baseline of experimental uncertainty (circle).
(a) Unfiltered decoys and (b) Filtered decoys. For comparative purposes we follow the same
process for assessing the prediction results as the previous work 12,16. 



energy function clearly improves the ability to discriminate against non-native-like decoys. All

energy functions show the same behavior of increasing RMSD error with increasing loop size,

but  for  the  largest  12-residue  loop  set  the  performance  of  our  energy  function  provides

improvements  of  about  35-50%  over  the  earlier  efforts,  dropping  from  an  average  RMSD

deviation from native prediction of ~2.20-2.65Å to ~1.40Å. The results are even more dramatic

on the filtered set (Figure 1b). Even though the DFIRE and OPLS/SGB-NP energy functions

drop about 10-40% in RMSD in the filtered set relative to their performance on the unfiltered set,

their trends still show a larger average RMSD as the loop size increases. Our energy function

improves from 10-70% on the filtered set, and furthermore it shows no strong dependence on

quality of result with the length of target loops. The exact values are tabulated in Table 2. In the

same table we also report our results when compared to the minimized native structure, and

when the backbone RMSD is calculated over only three of the backbone heavy atoms (N, C, C)

as done in Prime/PLOP 41.

Loop
Length
Decoy

Set

Unfiltered Decoys
(Average Lowest RMSD in Å)

Filtered Decoys
(Average Lowest RMSD in Å)

DFIRE
OPLS

SGB-NP
HPMF DFIRE

OPLS
SGB-NP

HPMF
N,Ca,C,O N,Ca,C

4 0.40 0.24 0.32 (0.13) 0.38 0.24 0.31 (0.12) 0.25
6 0.80 0.59 0.71 (0.58) 0.72 0.52 0.61 (0.46) 0.52
8 1.47 0.98 0.91 (0.81) 1.24 0.84 0.70 (0.57) 0.62
10 1.52 1.70 1.15 (1.36) 1.28 1.22 0.77 (0.71) 0.68
11 2.48 2.66 1.24 (1.09) 1.52 1.63 0.67 (0.51) 0.59
12 2.18 2.67 1.39 (1.31) 1.92 2.28 0.39 (0.20) 0.36

Table 2. Comparison of DFIRE 12, OPLS-SGB/NP 16 and HPMF 28 in regards to backbone RMSD
of the lowest energy decoy against the experimental native structure averaged over all proteins
in  the  loop  decoy  sets  of  different  length.  The  results  in  parentheses  show the  RMSD over
backbone heavy atoms for decoys compared to an energy relaxed native loop structure. 

To demonstrate the significant contribution from HPMF, Table 3 shows the comparison between

the results on 11- and 12-residue filtered loop set of two energy functions, AMBER99+GB and

AMBER+GB+HPMF. For the 11-resiude loop set, the average lowest RMSD is 0.93Å and 0.68Å

for  AMBER+GB  and  AMBER+GB+HPMF,  respectively.  The  performance  of  the  energy

function including HPMF is 28% better than the other. However, there is no notable difference

between the  accuracy  of  the  two  energy  functions  for  the  12-residuce  loop  set.  The  subtle

difference raises the question on the sample size of 12-residuce loop set. More 12-residue loop



proteins and longer loop sets are needed to further demonstrate the importance contribution of

HPMF in the overall performance of the energy function.

Loop Length

Decoy Set

Filtered Decoys (Average Lowest RMSD in Å)

AMBER99+GB AMBER99+GB+HPMF

11 0.93 0.67
12 0.40 0.39

Table 3. Demonstration of the significant contribution of HPMF on the overall performance of
the energy function on 11- and 12-residue filtered set.

3.2 Loop Modeling Decoy Results

We tested our energy function on the long loops, 10-, 11- and 12-residue, reported in Rossi et

al.’s  work  26 to  demonstrate  that,  for  modeling  long  protein  loop,  our  energy  function  can

consistently select a more native-like model than the other energy and scoring functions in the

popular modeling packages they tested. Similar to the complications that we encountered in the

Jacobson decoy set, we needed to remove 1LUC from the 12-residue set, and 1CVL and 2ENG

from the 11-residue set due to missing fragment structures. We also removed 1FUS from the 11-

residue set due to a non-standard amino acid.

Figure 2 reports the results of our energy function for selection of native-like loops compared to

the predictions of Prime, Modeller, Sybyl and ICM. Because Sybyl and ICM do not filter out

structures with steric conflicts,  we eliminated those decoys in which energy relaxation (with

harmonic constraints  on all  atom positions)  did  not  resolve  the  steric  collisions  to  define  a

sensible  energy  for  comparison.  The results  show that  our  energy  function  can  select  more

native-like decoys as the lowest energy structures for each length set,  such that  the average

RMSD is 10-40% lower than the predictions made by the standard loop modeling packages

(Figure 2a). In addition, the prediction accuracy, which is measured when the most native-like

decoy is ranked as the lowest energy model, is significantly improved by our energy function

(Figure 2b).



(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Results of HPMF on the decoy structures (10-, 11- and 12-residue set) generated by
Rossi et al. 26 comparing with the modeling packages. The color blue, pink, brown and cyan are
the decoy models generated by Prime, Modeller, Sybyl and ICM, respectively.  The patterns in
the plots, filled, striped and spotted, represent the average results of each commercial package,
HPMF and the baseline, respectively. (a) It shows the average top-rank RMSD of each energy
function.  (b) It shows the fraction of correct prediction, which is the percentage of loops that the
most native-like model is ranked the lowest energy.



3.3 Challenges to X-ray Structures

Having  established  the  improved  performance  of  our  energy  function  relative  to  previous

reported  physics  and  statistical  potentials,  we  probe  the  relevance  of  these  results.  X-ray

crystallography refinement combines structure factor data with a basic physiochemical model for

chain connectivity and excluded volume to derive atom placements in a reported protein three-

dimensional structure. The question is how good is this one native structure for assessing loop

structure prediction accuracy? This implicit modeling aspect of the experimental data can be

tested by optimizing the loop of the native structure, which we do under the usual assumption of

a rigid context of the remaining protein. Table 2 shows the results when minimized loops are

compared to the minimized native loop, holding the rest of the protein fixed. Regardless of loop

size,  and  regardless  of  whether  unfiltered  or  filtered,  the  average  RMSD  change  between

unoptimized and optimized native loop structure is 0.4-0.5Å. Correspondingly, the decoys show

an average RMSD change between unoptimized and optimized loop structures of ~0.1Å. Thus

we regard the native state as being uncertain to with ~0.3-0.4Å due to model effects in deriving

the X-ray crystallography structure. We emphasize this point by defining a baseline function as

the difference between the RMSD of the unoptimized and optimized native structure and the

RMSD of the unoptimized and optimized lowest energy decoy, for each decoy set size, as we

show in Figure 1. In fact for 4- and 12-residue filtered decoys, the prediction is as good as the

baseline function. A similar strategy was developed by Rossi and co-workers  26 in which they

determined a permissible range of RMSD values for defining the native loop. 

4. CONCLUSION

In this work we have demonstrated the performance of a new protein and implicit solvent model

on  native  protein  loop  discrimination  from  non-native  decoys.  The  novelty  of  our  energy

function is the stabilizing effect of hydrophobic exposure to aqueous solvent that defines the

HPMF hydration physics, which in principle should be an important stabilizing factor for loop

conformations of a protein that typically are more solvent exposed. While our results for short

loop  decoy  sets  are  comparably  good  to  existing  energy  functions,  we  find  substantial

improvements  for  loop  lengths  of  8-residues  and  greater,  and  find  that  the  quality  of  our

predictions are largely insensitive to the length of the target loop on the filtered decoy sets. 



Recent  work  37 reported  a  modification  of  the  OPLS/SGB-NP energy  by  adding an  ad  hoc

correction to the non-polar solvation term to model the favorable free energy gained by placing

hydrophobic side chains of the target loop in the hydrophobic space created when the target loop

is removed, a term that has been successfully used in ligand-protein binding. This is conceptually

similar to the more physically grounded hydrophobic interaction model developed in our recent

work  28, and Zhu and co-workers showed demonstrable improvement in loop prediction on a

filtered collection of 11- to 13-residue loops over the standard OPLS/SGB-NP energy function 37.

However aspects of the energy model could stand improvement. While they report an average

RMSD of 1.00Å and 1.15Å for filtered 11- and 12-residue loop decoys, our average RMSD on

the unfiltered decoy set is comparable to these results, and clearly superior on similarly filtered

decoy sets, reducing the error in native loop selection by over a factor of two (Table 2). 

More recently, Zhu et al.  38 have improved their energy model by varying the protein internal

dielectric  constant  in  the  electrostatics  energy  calculation  based  on  the  environment  of

interacting atoms, and by further optimizing the hydrophobic term that they introduced in their

previous work  37. In their latest work  38, they have achieved the prediction accuracy of 0.39Å,

0.68Å, 0.80Å and 1.00Å RMSD for 6-, 8-, 10- and 13-residue loops, respectively. However the

performance criteria was changed from previous studies since they calculate the RMSD of the

predictions  with  respect  to  the  energy-minimized  native  structures.  This  concurs  with  the

baseline function used here, or the range of permissible native RMSDs used in Rossi et al, that

physics-based  predictions  are  better  compared  to  energy  relaxed  experimental  x-ray

crystallographic structures. 

In  the  study  by  Nayeem  and  co-workers  43,  the  authors  compared  seven  homology  model

building software packages that encompass both knowledge and physics based approaches for

sequence  alignment  through  to  structural  loop  generation  models.  One  of  the  tested

commercially available software packages, Prime, which uses the ab initio loop generation and

physically-based energy function  16 was found to be one of the best performers in the study.

While  Prime  showed  comparable  performance  to  other  software  packages  for  proteins  that

exhibit sequence identity with known proteins of greater than 50%, Prime showed demonstrable

superiority over other approaches as sequence identity decreased  43.  However,  a more recent

study  26 found that all commercial software packages, including Prime, returned a best energy

ranked  loop  that  was  rarely  the  most  native-like  of  their  generated  ensemble,  revealing  a



weakness  in  the  energy  functions  used  in  selecting  native-like  loop  conformers.  Given  the

improvement of our energy function over all versions of the OPLS/SGB-NP results  16,37,38, this

result emphasizes that existing commercially available software packages would benefit from

improvements  in  scoring  of  more  native-like  loops  by  use  of  the  energy  function  we have

developed 28 and which we have tested further for loop prediction in this work.

While our results are “better” than other reported results, we raise questions about the testing

procedures that assume the experimental native loop structure is the relevant gold standard for

prediction.  This  is  consistent  with  the  recent  recognition  of  the  importance  of  structural

ensembles for reporting X-ray crystallographic structures to describe the functional native state,

as opposed to  the dogma of one native structure  44.  Better measures of structural  ensembles

consistent  with  the  experimentally  derived  structure  factors  could  more  meaningfully

discriminate  for  or  against  prediction  success,  especially  for  the  unfiltered  decoys  where

experimental procedure is clearly a source of uncertainty. A tractable energy function in turn

might usefully aid in the experimental refinement procedure for deriving atomic protein models

from structure factor data. In a recent study 45, loop prediction methods such as Prime have been

demonstrated to improve the protein structure refinement protocol in NMR experiments. The

results  of  the  study  evidently  indicate  that  our  energy  function  coupled  with  a  sampling

technique not only can be used in theoretical research, but it can also facilitate experimental

studies in solving protein structures.

One of the goals of the structural genomics initiative is to rapidly obtain native structural models

from  X-ray  crystallography  and  NMR  spectroscopy  for  representative  members  of  protein

families 46. Once the protein structure of a family member is solved, in principle it can serve as a

structural  template  to  develop  comparative  structural  models  of  other  family  members  46,47.

However, comparative modeling structures that have functional value typically require working

with a structural template that exhibits greater than 40-60% sequence identity  48,49. Below that,

function begins to  diverge  due to  structural  differences on the  protein surface  that  typically

correspond to loop regions  6,13.  We hope that this energy function provides a better means for

loop optimization important  in recognizing the  structural  and functional  differences between

homologous and distantly related proteins to aid comparative modeling efforts. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The following protein loops generated by Jacobson et al. are missing from the download 35. 

8-residue Set 10-residue set 11-residue set 12-residue set
1BTK_1
1BTK_2
1CVL_1
1CVL_2

135L_1
1ARP_1
1EDE_1
1EZM_1
1GPR_1
1LST_1
1ONC_1
1PPN_1
1WHI_1
2MNR_1
3HSC_1
4FGF_1

1AWQ_1 1EZM_1
1LSU_1
1LUC_1



The  following protein  loops  are  found to  have  missing  fragments,  so  that  the  chain  had  a

substantial break. 

4-residue set 6-residue set 8-residue set 11-residue set

PDB
Code

Missing
Fragment
(Residue)

PDB
Code

Missing
Fragment
(Residue)

PDB
Code

Missing
Fragment
(Residue)

PDB
Code

Missing
Fragment
(Residue)

1BAM
1BGC
1PDA

79-91
130-136
49-57

1DTS
1G3P_1
1PDA

2ENG_1
2ENG_2

209-212
66-90
49-57

113-116
113-116

1A3C

1BTK
3COX
1DDT

30-33 
74-81
80-88

434-435
188-199

1BTK_1
1CVL_1
2ENG_1

80-88
220-222
113-116

Finally, the following proteins have non-standard amino acid side chains. 

6-residue set 11-residue set
PDB
Code

Non-standard
amino acid

PDB
Code

Non-standard
amino acid

1ONC
1G3P_1

PCA
TRO

1FUS_1 PCA




